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ABSTRACT

Siti Nurhidayah, (14551038) : An Analysis Of Lecturers’ Strategies In Teaching Listening At Iain Curup

Advisor : Jumatul Hidayah, M.Pd
Co-Advisor : Paidi Gusmuliana, M.Pd

This research investigated, 1) Lecturers’ Strategies in Teaching Listening at IAIN Curup. 2) Lecturers implement some strategies such as planning, monitoring evaluation, cognitive and metacognitive. Where each of indicators have some sub indicators. But, there are some differential and similarities in implementation. The strategies used by lecturers still not maximal because there some sub indicators cannot be applied by lecturers. Lecturers strategies still not complete. Lecturers should use some sub indicator in order can get the maximal result for listening.

The Implementation of Strategies in Teaching Listening English at IAIN Curup. In planning both of Lecturers prepare some material then before teaching and explained the clues and each of material have short term goal and the long term goal determine the long term goal by using dictoglass, seek best opportunities for listening practice, then in monitoring Lecturers consider progress against a set of pre-determined criteria by using KKM. In checking and see if the same mistakes are still being made by the students to correct the exercise in discussion, check understanding of the students during listening by giving correction directly. In evaluating asses the effectiveness of practice and learning strategies by making classroom enjoyable by created the cozy atmosphere, check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what has been understood by giving reflection toward the exercise were gave n to students. In cognitive aspect Lecturers associate with the processing of linguistic and non-linguistic input about linguistic grammar in the text and non-linguistic Lecturers measuring students understanding toward information of the text or short answers, and about pronunciation of the word, associate with the storing of linguistic and non-linguistic input in working memory or long-term memory in listening by using students transcript score from the exercise of listening, associate with accessing memory, to be readied for output with enter on assessment of English skill criteria, it was addition score in “KHS”, in metacognitive Lecturers did not take stock of conditions surrounding a language tasked by assessing one’s own knowledge, one’s available internal and external resources and the constraints of the situation before engaging in a tasked, because lecturers focused on listening comprehension exercise. Lecturers cannot determine the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance while engaged in a tasked. However, Lecturers determine the self- evaluation, by giving students the test mainly in individual evaluation. Lecturers used self-testing to know the students weakness in listening.

Keyword: Analysis, Listening Strategies and Teaching Listening
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Research

Language is a tool for communication and with the appropriate knowledge of vocabulary students will be able to express their ideas, opinions, and establish a good communication. Communication happens if there is an interaction between the speaker and the listener. ¹ It can be said that language is a instruments used for human communication life. It covers some interaction between one and else and as a media foe express the idea or opinion. English lesson cover for basic skills: writing, listening, writing and listening. The objective of English lesson the students are able to develop communication ability orally and in a written form to reach functional level that is able to use language in fulfilling their daily needs such as reading newspaper and read to the direction. But listening is as a receptive skill for learning English too.

According to Coyle listening is more than just perception of sound although is the perception in the foundation. Listening also includeds comprehension of meaning bearing-word, phrase, clues, sentence and connected discourse. Furthermore, listening is an invisible metal process,

making it difficult to be describe. ² It means listening is sound receiving from
the speaker to listener or bearing-word, phrase, clues, sentence and connected
discourse. Listening is focuses on such thing as: discriminating sounds in words
epecially phonemic contrast, deducing the meaning of unfamiliar words,
predicting content, noting contradictions, inadequate information, ambiguities,
differentiating between fact and opinion. It finds out the aiming and meaning
of the sound on some form called.

Next, according to Douglas Brown listening is one of important skill in
English especially for students because it was a major component of language.³
It means the importance of listening could know about the students’ ability for
hearing the English language and find out the information from the information
heard. Then, teachers are to be able to help students develop their skills in
listening, they will have to assess the ways that students hearing. The students
have to practice listening English as one of subject in collage since this
language will be tested in examination for (TOEFL TEST) and one of the skills
that will be tested is listening. Listening is the most important skill for language
learning. It is the most widely used language skill in everyday life, but the
教学 of listening comprehension has long been somewhat neglected and
poorly taught aspect of English in many EFL programs. Because of all for

² Coyle, D., Hood, P., & Marsh, D. Content and language integrated learning, (Cambridge,
UK:Cambridge University Press, 2010), p 22
³Brown, H.D. Teaching By Principles: An Interactive Approach To Language Pedagogy.
teaching listening in class is not easy to apply. So as a teacher, teacher needs interest our student in the class.

Cornering the theories above in IAIN Curup, especially in English Study Program. Listening skill at this college taught on intensively. There are 4 level in teaching listening in this college, such as listening I, Listening II, Listening III and listening IV. Each of level learns continuously. Lecturers have 16 meeting per each level. There some phenomenon was found based on the interview result toward the Listening lecture at IAIN Curup. The lecturers give direct listening section (explicit) and sometime give simulation before or implicit listening instructional. Then, lecturer often used listening comprehension on some format, such as listening close or Close test, implemented Other gap-filling technique. Then, as resource of material sometimes lecturers used handbook for listening and so on. Additionally, there were some advantages such as instructions which refer to train students’ ability in listening because in instructional it can measure the students’ understanding about listening material. Next, students more have spirit because it has clear instruction and engage students for getting more information in listening. Then, it can improve students’ achievement or listening score, because it produces the format item to assess listening comprehension. So, it can improve students motivation and achievement in listening.  

4 interview result at 23/02/2017.
Additionally, listening is difficult and feel boring, and also students still confused about listening material, students do exercise only required to listen the audio and answer the question that they have from lecturer or teacher. Therefore, the instructional was clear for avoiding listeners’ misunderstandings. In listening had some resemblance sound or pronunciation. From the fact, the listening was difficult, so it should use strategy in order hearer can get information and understanding from that voice clearly.

Next, when the researcher did pre observation in IAIN Curup, that the lecturers teach listening by the instruction. Lecturer gave task to do based on that instruction based on the handbook. Some activities in intractional for teaching listening such as lecturer measured students’ Mid- course and Final test results (listening component only). The format of instruction of items as following: Multiple choice, students listen to a radio interview and are to answer multiple choice questions, students listen to the text and circle the right answer T (true) or F (false).

By those conditions, it was concluded that listening is very important to teach to the students although the facility is not sufficient for the students to do the listening. It means the teacher should have strategy in teaching listening especially to prepare them to pass national examination, in order they can do listening well. It make the researcher is interested to investigate the teacher’s strategies in teaching Listening with consider that school has inadequate

---

5 Taylor A. Liss and, Marnie Reed, 2013, Teaching Not Testing: Approaches For Teaching And Assessing Listening Skills, MATSOL Annual Conference, p. 40
facilities to do the listening activities. So this research entitled “An Analysis of Lecturers’ Strategies in Teaching Listening at IAIN Curup”

B. Research Questions

The problem that would be investigated in this study was formulated in the following question are:

1. What are the strategies used by lecturer in teaching listening?
2. How the implementation of strategies used by lecturer in teaching listening?

C. Objective of the Research

Based on the research questions above, this research was investigate:

1. The strategies used by lecturer in teaching listening
2. The implementation of strategies used by lecturer in teaching listening

D. Delimitation of Research

It is necessary to make limitation in order to clarify the problem. The researcher focused on analyzing of lecturer strategy in listening class of IAIN Curup. It adopted Brown and Larry Vandergrift’s theories. It finds relevance implementation for teaching listing

E. Significant of the Research

This study is expected to provide some useful information about the teaching and learning English. This research can give contribution for IAIN Curup and to create candidates which has good effect for English lecturer and students in English Study Program. The researcher can use this research as the way to know some steps in doing a research and also to give new knowledge
about motivation when the reader read this research. It is useful for lecturers at IAIN Curup to teach their students’ in teaching listening class. For further researchers, the result of this study can be used as a reference for other researchers who are interested in conducting similar study.

F. Operational Definitions

1. Lecturers’ Strategy

Strategy is a specific method of approaching a problem or task, mode of operation for achieving a particular and planned designs for controlling and manipulating certain information.  

2. Teaching Listening

Teaching is from the word “teach” it means give instructions to give knowledge skill, etc. Meanwhile, listening is the ability to identify and understand what others are saying. This involves understanding a speaker’s accent or pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary, and grasping the meaning. Then, according to Hornby et.al, the words listen in which listening is derived from means try to hear, pay attention. From this definition the researcher conclude that teaching listening is a process of

---


7 Penny Ur, A Course in Language Teaching Practice and Theory, Cambridge University press, p. 7

teachers in giving their knowledge about listening to students, so that students have ability to identify and understand what the speaker’s say and can give the well respond toward it.
CHAPTER II
THEORITICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Review of the Related Theories

1. Teaching Listening

a. Definition of Teaching Listening

According to Penny, teaching is from the word “teach” it means give instructions to give knowledge skill, etc. The term listening is used in language teaching, it refers to complex process that allow us to understand spoken language. Listening is not only a skill area in language performances, but is also a critical means of acquiring a second language. Listening is a skill catches the message than was send by orally language. If the activities were be calculated. Next, listening mean as a process that including the listening activity, to identification, to interpretation the meaning of language sound, and then give the valve and respond that message. By have a skill to catch the message than including the listening activity, to identification, to interpretation, because if the student can be respond that message of language sound, furthermore, it can be increase the ability in listening skill.

---

9 Penny Ur, A Course in Language Teaching Practice and Theory, Cambridge University press, p. 7
10 Djago Tarigan, Pendidikan Keterampilan Berbahasa, Universitas Terbuka, p. 214
Listening is one of language skills that are rather less ignored and it does not get the right position yet in English teaching. It is proved as resources limited and equipment in which are able to support as guide for the teachers due to in teaching listening comprehension\textsuperscript{11}. Rivers and Temperly says “listening is a complex operation integrating the district component of perception and linguistic knowledge”\textsuperscript{12}. So that, teaching listening for the students of a foreign language is very crucial term, in listening one must be prepared to come with a wide range situational and performance that are outside his control. Listening is the ability to identify and understand what others are saying. This involves understanding a speaker’s accent or pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary, and grasping the meaning.\textsuperscript{13} Teaching listening in this framework is laid on improving hearing habits. Rost said that it is done by engaging learners in a series of exercises that focused on pronunciation drills, memorization prefabricated patterns and imitation of dialogues.\textsuperscript{14}

In other cases, there are five sequential components in listening, each depends on the preceding one, they are as follow:

\textsuperscript{12}Rivers, W.M. and M.S. Temperley, \textit{A Practical Guide to the teaching of English}, (Oxford University,1978), p.62
\textsuperscript{14}Rost, M, L2 Listening, in Eli H. (Ed), \textit{Handbook of research in second language teaching and learning}, (New Jersey: Laurence Elbaum Associates, Inc, 2005), p. 503-527
a. The ability to distinguish all sounds, intonation patterns, and voice qualities in the second language and discriminate between them and similar sounds in the native tongue.

b. The perception of an entire message produced by a speaker.

c. The ability to hold that message in one’s auditory memory until it can be processed.

d. The listener decodes what the speaker has said.

e. The last stage is the ability to use the message and or store it in the second language\(^\text{15}\).

It can be concluded that if the students want to understand what the speaker said, It means, that the five components of listening one must well, the students are able to take the message produced and the students can distinguish between all the sounds and voice qualities from the native speaker, the students do not have difficult to learn listening skill. Then, from explanation above the researcher concluded that if teaching listening is a process giving knowledge about listening by teacher to students. Then, it process can make students understand what the speaker say and they also can catch the message from speaker it make they can give well respond to the message.

b. **Principle of Teaching Listening**

There are some principles of teaching listening, teacher must know the principles during teaching listening process. The principle is exposing students to different types of processing information: bottom up vs. top down.\(^\text{16}\) The difference between bottom up and top down is based on the learner’s way attempt to understand what they read or listen. With bottom up processing, students start with the component parts such as words, grammar, and the like. Whereas, top down processing, learners start from their background knowledge, either content schema (general information based on previous learning and life experience) or textual schema (awareness of the kinds of information used in a given situation). There is also interactive processing, it is a combination of top down and bottom up processing.

In teaching listening, considering text, difficulty, authenticity is important. Spoken languages are very unsimilar from written language. Learners need to exposure to and practice with natural sounding language. When learners talk about text difficulty, the first thing that is usually mentioned is speed that can be a problem. In the other hand, the solution is not to give them unnaturally slow, clear recordings. Those can actually distort the way the language sounds. Any discussion of listening text probably needs to deal with the issue of authentic texts.

---

Based on the explanation above, the principle of teaching listening has many steps that must be done to expose the students in the process of learning listening. Therefore, the students should be able to do variety of the task that given by the teacher in learning listening, especially in teaching effective listening learning strategies.

c. **The Purpose of Teaching Listening**

Students listen in different ways based on our purpose. Having a purpose helps us listen more effectively. For example, when listening to a weather report, if our purpose is to decide whether to wear a coat, teacher want to focus on the temperature. In this research, the purpose of teaching listening is get information from what being listened. Listener can know and satisfy if they listen the information. If the teacher wants the students to become successful listeners, that are actively involved, they have to establish a certain context for the words being listened. In order to do this, the teacher must set a purpose for listening. Selecting and designing appropriate language learning materials and activities take into account the age of the students, their interests and language ability. In real situation, teacher seldom listen to somebody without any expectation what teachers are going to hear. It means that teachers usually have preconceived ideas of the content and these ideas are based on our knowledge about the heard
These expectations are usually connected with the purpose of listening.

Ur states that the heard information which corresponds with the listener’s expectations and needs is more likely to be correctly apprehended and understood than the information that is not relevant or useful. That is why it is important to provide the learners with some information about the content before listening. Brown and Yule divided the purpose into two main categories: interactional and transactional. Interactional purpose conveys social reasons of communication such as chatting at a party whereas transactional is used to express exchange of information such as to follow instruction. It can be concluded that contains natural speech and is highly interesting considering this list of purposes of individual listening as a support for teachers when they are choosing the listening text for their students.

2. Strategy in Teaching Listening

Strategy is a way that someone should make something be easier. According to Nunan strategy is a mental process which is employed by someone in doing something. It means that most people have their own strategies in doing something. It is based on their knowledge and

18 Ibid.
experiences. It is also same with teacher when she teaches her students, she always uses a strategy to make her students enjoy and be interest in teaching and learning process. In other opinion strategy is a general plan of students’ activities as their effort in learning to get their idea.\textsuperscript{21} 

Strategies are especially important for language learning because they are tools for active, self-direct involvement, which is essential for developing communicative competence. Therefore, strategies are principle technique or rules that will facilitate the learners to receiving information across situation and setting. It means that strategies help the students in receiving information. Based on some theories above, the researcher can conclude that, strategy is the ways of teachers to make their learning process to be easier, because its can used by teacher as her plans or guides of activities that will be done in the classroom to get the objectives of teaching and learning process.

There are three strategies in teaching listening based on Vandergrift theory, they are as follow:\textsuperscript{22} 

1. Planning

This is a strategy for determining learning objectives and deciding the means by which the objectives can be achieved. This strategy consists of two parts:

\textsuperscript{22}Larry Vandergrift, \textit{Teaching and Learning Second Language Listening}, (New York: Routledge, 2012), p.27
a. General Listening Development
   - Identify learning objectives for listening development
   - Determine ways to achieve these objectives
   - Set realistic short-term and long-term goals
   - Seek opportunities for listening practice

b. Specific Listening Task
   - Preview main ideas before listening
   - Rehearse language (e.g. pronunciation) necessary for the task
   - Decide in advance which aspects of the text to concentrate on

2. Monitoring

   This is a strategy for checking on the progress in the course of learning or carrying out a learning task. The following are the way of using this strategy:

a. General Listening Development
   - Consider progress against a set of pre-determined criteria
   - Determine how close it is to achieving short-term or long-term goals
   - Check and see if the same mistakes are still being made

b. Specific Listening Task
   - Check understanding during listening
   - Check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what is understood and compare it with new information
- Identify the course of difficulty

3. Evaluating

This is a strategy for determining the success of the outcome of an attempt to learn or complete a learning task. This strategy consist of:

a. General Listening Development

- Assess listening progress against a set of pre-determined criteria
- Assess the effectiveness of learning and practice strategies
- Assess the appropriateness of learning goals and objectives set

a. Specific Listening Task

- Check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what has been understood
- Determine the effectiveness of strategies used the task
- Assess overall comprehension of the text

Successful listening can also be looked at in terms of strategies the listener makes use of when listening. Does the learner focus mainly on the content of a text, or does he or she also consider how to listen. A focus on how to listen raises the issues of listening strategies. Strategies can be thought of as the ways in which a learner approaches and manages a task and listeners can be taught effective ways of approaching and managing their listening. These activities seek to involve listeners actively in the process of listening.
Buck in Jack Richards, identifies two kinds of strategies in listening:\textsuperscript{23}

1. Cognitive strategies

Those mental activities related to comprehending and storing input in working memory or long-term memory for later retrieval.

- Comprehension processes: associated with the processing of linguistic and non-linguistic input
- Storing and memory processes: associated with the storing of linguistic and non-linguistic input in working memory or long-term memory.
- Using and retrieval processes: associated with accessing memory, to be readied for output.

2. Metacognitive Strategies

Those conscious or unconscious mental activities that perform an executive function in the management of cognitive strategies.

- Assessing the situation: taking stock of conditions surrounding a language task by assessing one’s own knowledge, one’s available internal and external resources and the constraints of the situation before engaging in a task.
- Monitoring: determining the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance while engaged in a task.

\textsuperscript{23}Jack. C. Richard, \textit{Teaching Listening and Speaking from Theory to Practice}, p.10
- Self-evaluating: determining the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance after engaging in the activity.
- Self-testing: testing oneself to determine the effectiveness of one’s own language use the lack thereof.

From some theories about strategies in teaching listening above, the researcher took the Vandergrift theory and Buck’s theory in Jack Richards. They are planning, monitoring and evaluating, cognitive and metacognitive strategies.

B. Related finding

The research by Yiguan with title *The Effects Of Explicit Listening Strategy Instruction On The Listening Comprehension Of English As Second Language (Esl) Community College Students*, she tried to find the how the effect of explicit listening strategy instruction used by students. The researcher examined whether the explicit teaching of listening strategies had positive effects on community college ESL students’ listening comprehension performance.

After that the research by Lee Jung Soo with the title *Listening Strategies, Listening Proficiency and Gender*, the result of this study reveal that the high proficiency listeners used implicit strategies more frequently than the low proficiency listeners. The use of implicit strategies-in particular implicit memory, cognitive, and compensation strategies- could distinguish the different ability groups. Implicit strategies (implicit memory strategies) could predict some
portions of the students’ listening proficiency. This finding might have pedagogical implications for language learners and teacher.

Then the other research by Belilew Molla Gebre and the title is *The Role of Listening Strategy Instruction in Advancing Students’ Listening Achievement and Strategy Use*, the major objective of the present study was to determine the effects of listening strategy training on students’ listening performance and listening strategy use. Based on the results of the study, the following conclusions and implications were drawn:

Listening strategy instruction is more effective than the conventional approach of teaching the listening skills. Students in the experimental group achieved statistically significant mean difference after the training over students in the control condition. Moreover, listening strategy training brought about statistically significant mean difference in students’ listening strategy use. The mean difference from pre to posttest indicated that students in the experimental group progressed significantly. For instance, the mean strategy use of students before the intervention was in the range of medium strategy usage. However, after the intervention, majority of the students’ frequency of strategy use fell in the range of high strategy use.
CHAPTER III
METODELOGY OF THIS RESEARCH

In this chapter, the researcher tried to discuss some methodology used to conduct the research. They included the research design, subject the research, technique of collecting data, research instrument, equipment of the research, and technique of data analysis.

A. Research Design

This research belongs to descriptive research by using qualitative technique. The type of this research was descriptive which will be explained on qualitative ways. According to Hancock. Beverley, descriptive design means which focus on the analysis of textual data.\(^{24}\) From the quotation above, aim to describe the data or description data about the strategy used by lecturer in teaching listening and the strategy used by lecturer implemented students in teaching listening at English Study Program IAIN Curup

According to Denin Qualitative research was a situated activity that locates the observer. It consists of a set of interpretive, material practices that makes the world visible. qualitative researchers study things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of, or to interpret some phenomena in the

field. From the statement above, it can be said qualitative way aim to give more the explanation or interpret cases or event about the strategy used by lecturer in teaching listening and the strategy used by lecturer implemented students in teaching listening at English Study Program IAIN Curup. Then researcher explains on systematically. Because there are some phenomenon which different using both of theories and field research

B. Subject of the Research

Subject is an individual in research, they used as a source of information that the collection of research data. Researchers chose listening lecturer at IAIN Curup, they are consist of 4 lecturers. Next, the researcher used total sampling techniques. According to Sugiono total subject is technique where choose all of respondent. The researcher used some consideration by the lecturers experience in teaching listening. In this case, there are 2 listening lecturers had long time in teaching English listening skill at IAIN Curup. In this research, researchers took all of listening lectures in English Study Program IAIN Curup Academic 2018.

---

25 Denzin. *Qualitative Research,* (The elephant in the living room: Or extending the conversation about the politics of evidence, 2009), p. 3.
C. Technique of The Data Collection.

The techniques of collecting data in this research were, follow

1. Observation

Observation was one of technique for collecting data by analyze the note, documents. The observation used for getting about the location of the field. Using observation could find the problem in the field or place that would be researched. In this research, researcher used direct observation; direct observation means the observing on directly from the first process until the end by observer or researcher. In this way, direct marked the students speaking actively in classroom. So, the researcher could gass what the phenomenon in that location, and especially strategy used by lecturer in teaching listening and strategy used by lecturer in teaching listening at IAIN Curup.

2. Interview

It used semi structured interviews. It aims to get the information about the research problem and it does on face to face of listening lecturers. However, before that the researcher ask the confirmation when and where the listening lecturer be ready for interviewed. This research chosed in depth interview. In-depth interviews are attempts to achieve a holistic understanding of the interviewees’ point of view or situation. It because researcher unsure of what has happened in some issues, researcher want to
enable to talk freely and ask as some questions as possible. Here the researcher made interview guide that questions were to be asked, but could not close possibility there are other question would be arisen to support data. Interview had done one time for teacher.

The researcher prepared to interview some questions about the strategy used by lecturer in teaching listening and how relevance that theories to practice at IAIN Curup.

D. Research Instrument

To get more data about this research, the research uses an instruments as follow:

1. Checklist Observation

A Checklist of observation was list of thing that an observer was going to look at when observing when the lecturers teach at classroom. This list may have been prepared by the observer. Observation checklist did not only give an observer a structure and framework for an observation but also served as of understanding with the lecturers, who may as result would be more comfortable, and get all of the classes. The researcher just wrote check (✓) that balance in each subject that was observed.

The researcher just wrote check (✓) that balance in each subject that was observed. It adopted the the Joan Morley’s and Commat’s theories. The checklist would be given when observer get the indicators in strategy used by

---

lecturer in teaching listening and strategy used by lecturer in teaching listening at IAIN Curup. Where in section have some strategies, each of strategies have some indicators. In the interview table there four version. For example: in variable, variable cover the research question. The strategies covered the types of strategies provided. From some strategies have some indicator which can applied on the item of the research. Then the next column consist of the implementation of the indicators of strategies provided. When some indicators have criteria in implementation observer give checklist on the coulomb “yes category” but if it is not implemented observer would give checklist code in “no category”. The last, field note was probably even when the observing taken place. But before that researcher had design the schedule of checklist observation as following

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Listening</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify learning objectives for listening development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Determine ways to achieve these objectives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set realistic short-term goals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set realistic long-term goals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seek opportunities for listening practice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specific Listening Task</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preview main ideas before listening</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rehearse language (e.g. pronunciation) necessary for the task</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decide in advance which aspects of the text to concentrate on</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| 2  | Monitoring               |                                                                           |        |       |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Listening Development</th>
<th>Consider progress against a set of pre-determined criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Determine how close it is to achieving short-term goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Determine how close it is to achieving long-term goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Check and see if the same mistakes are still being made</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Listening Task</td>
<td>Check understanding during listening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what is understood and compare it with new information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify the course of difficulty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 **Evaluating**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Listening Development</th>
<th>Assess listening progress against a set of pre-determined criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assess the effectiveness of learning and practice strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assess the appropriateness of learning goals and objectives set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Listening Task</td>
<td>Check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what has been understood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Determine the effectiveness of strategies used the task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assess overall comprehension of the text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 **Cognitive**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Comprehension processes: associated with the processing of linguistic and non-linguistic input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Storing and memory processes: associated with the storing of linguistic and non-linguistic input in working memory or long-term memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using and retrieval processes: associated with accessing memory, to be readied for output.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 **Metacognitive**

|                  | Assessing the situation: taking                                                               |
stock of conditions surrounding a language task by assessing one’s own knowledge, one’s available internal and external resources and the constraints of the situation before engaging in a task.

| Monitoring: determining the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance while engaged in a task. |
| Self-evaluating: determining the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance after engaging in the activity |
| Self-testing: testing oneself to determine the effectiveness of one’s own language use the lack there of. |

2. Interview guide

In this research, the researcher used interview guidance as the instrument of this research. Instrument of interview was the researcher did the interview about the strategy used by lecturer in teaching listening and the strategy used by lecturer in teaching listening at IAIN Curup. Next, the researcher wrote the interview items based on the indicators which were in blueprint. In the written interview consisted of items interview, instruction and the time allocation the interview design on essay form.

The researcher chosen the other lecturer at IAIN Curup teacher as validator. The researcher gave the interview to her to get the comment and feedbacks about the interview which had been made. First revision was to
evaluate interview whether there were an interview or some points that should be revised. The researcher would revise the interview based on the suggestions of lecturer has qualification.

For designing the interview guideline, the researcher construct the instrument by adopting the Joan Morley’s and Commat’s theories. From those theories researcher determined the approaches and subs as implementation for instructional in teaching listening. Where in section had some approaches, each of approaches had some indicators. In the interview table had there four version. For example: in variable, variable cover the research question. The approaches covered the types of approaches provided. From some approaches have some indicator which could applied on the item of the research. Then the next column consist of the implementation of the indicators of approaches provided then from the indicators would find sun indicators then formulate the question of interview guide. Below were blue print of interview:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>1. How do you plan your listening lesson?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Do you define your short term goals? (If yes, how? If no, why?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Do you define your long term goals? (If yes, how? If no, why?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Do you identify learning objectives for listening development? (If yes, how? If no, why?)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2. Monitoring | 9. How do you consider progress against a set of pre-determined criteria?  
10. How do you determine how close it is to achieving short-term or long-term goals for the students?  
11. Do you check and see if the same mistakes are still being made by the students? (If yes, how? If no, why?)  
12. Do you check understanding of the students during listening? (If yes, how? If no, why?)  
13. How do you check the appropriateness and accuracy of what is understood and compare it with new information?  
14. Do you identify the course of difficulty? (If yes, how? If no, why?) |
| 3. Evaluating | 15. Do you assess listening progress against a set of pre-determined criteria? (If yes, how? If no, why?)  
16. Do you assess the effectiveness of learning and practice strategies for the students? (If yes, how? If no, why?)  
17. Do you assess the appropriateness of learning goals and objectives set? (If yes, how? If no, why?)  
18. Do you determine the effectiveness of strategies used the task? (If yes, how? If no, why?)  
19. Do you assess overall comprehension of the text? (If yes, how? If no, why?) |
| 4. Cognitive | 20. Do you associate with the processing of linguistic and non-linguistic input? (If yes,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21. Do you associate with the storing of linguistic and non-linguistic input in working memory or long-term memory in listening? (If yes, how? If no, why?)</td>
<td>how? If no, why?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Do you associate with accessing memory, to be readied for output? (If yes, how? If no, why?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Do you take stock of conditions surrounding a language task by assessing one’s own knowledge, one’s available internal and external resources and the constraints of the situation before engaging in a task? (If yes, how? If no, why?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. How do you determine the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance while engaged in a task?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. How do you determine the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance after engaging in the activity?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. Do you test oneself to determine the effectiveness of one’s own language use the lack there of? (If yes, how? If no, why?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**E. Technique of Data Analysis**

There was five steps in analyzing the data, for example organizing and preparation data, read the data, coding, description and interpretation data.

1. Organizing and preparing the data for analysis.

   It involved transcribing interviews. Optically scanning material. Typing up field notes, or sorting and arranging the data into different types depending on the sources of information.\(^{28}\) In this research researcher did some organize

---

and preparation for analyzing data from interview and documentation which covers assessing listening at IAIN Curup.

2. Read the data.

It made a general sense of the information and to reflect on its overall meaning. What are the participant response, and some answering from interview and it from documentation result.

3. Coding

Coding was the process of organizing the material into chunks or segments of text before bringing meaning to information. It involves taking text data or pictures gathered during data collection, segmenting sentences (or paragraphs) or images into categories, and labeling those categories with a term.  

4. Description

Researcher gave the description and themes will be represented in the narration based on the research problems. Then, the detailed discussion of several themes (complete with subthemes, specific illustrations, multiple perspectives from individuals, and quotations) or a discussion with interconnecting themes.

5. Interpretation

The final step in data analysis involves making an interpretation or meaning of the data. These lessons could be the researcher's personal

---

29 Ibid., p. 185-186.
interpretation, couched in the understanding. It could also be a meaning derived from a comparison of the findings with information gleaned from the literature or theories. It collaborated the finding of the research to the theories provide in this context.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>General Listening Development</td>
<td>Identify learning objectives for listening development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Determine ways to achieve these objectives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Set realistic short-term goals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Set realistic long-term goals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Seek opportunities for listening practice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specific Listening Task</td>
<td>Preview main ideas before listening</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rehearse language (e.g. pronunciation) necessary for the task</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Decide in advance which aspects of the text to concentrate on</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Listening Development</td>
<td>Consider progress against a set of pre-determined criteria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Determine how close it is to achieving short-term goals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Determine how close it is to achieving long-term goals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Check and see if the same mistakes are still being made</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specific Listening Task</td>
<td>Check understanding during listening</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what is understood and compare it with new information</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify the course of difficulty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3</strong></td>
<td><strong>Evaluating</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Listening Development</strong></td>
<td>Assess listening progress against a set of pre-determined criteria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assess the effectiveness of learning and practice strategies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assess the appropriateness of learning goals and objectives set</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specific Listening Task</strong></td>
<td>Check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what has been understood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Determine the effectiveness of strategies used the task</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assess overall comprehension of the text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
<td><strong>Cognitive</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comprehension processes: associated with the processing of linguistic and non-linguistic input</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Storing and memory processes: associated with the storing of linguistic and non-linguistic input in working memory or long-term memory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using and retrieval processes: associated with accessing memory, to be readied for output.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5</strong></td>
<td><strong>Metacognitive</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessing the situation: taking stock of conditions surrounding a language task by assessing one’s own knowledge, one’s available internal and external resources and the constraints of the situation before engaging in a task</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monitoring: determining the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance while engaged in a task.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-evaluating:</strong></td>
<td>determining the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance after engaging in the activity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-testing:</strong></td>
<td>testing oneself to determine the effectiveness of one’s own language use the lack there of.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND DISCUSSION

A. Finding

In IAIN Curup, there are two of Lecturers. Here, the researcher found the strategies used by Lecturers in teaching listening and the implementation of strategies in teaching listening English at IAIN Curup. The data had been gotten by using observation before and after that cross check the checklist observation by using interview guideline.

1. The Strategies Used by Lecturers in Teaching Listening in IAIN Curup.

   English lecturer have some strategies for ensuring the learning process has a goals. Both of lecturers applied some strategies in teaching listening. For ensuring, some strategies and the implementation of the strategies of teaching listening researcher did observation for 4 times. Then, for crosscheck the data from observation the researcher did interview two the English lecturer at IAIN Curup. Both of lecturers applied these indicators. The description of lecturer A was following:

   Table 1
   Types of Strategies were Implemented

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Types of Strategies</th>
<th>Implementation of strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   General   Lecturer Identify learning objectives for
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listening Development</th>
<th>listening development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer determine ways to achieve these objectives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer set realistic short-term goals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer realistic long-term goals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer look for best opportunities for listening practice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Listening Tasked</td>
<td>Lecturer preview main ideas before listening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer teach how to pronounce the difficult words necessary for the tasked</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer suitable aspect of the text to concentrate on</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 **Monitoring**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Listening Development</th>
<th>Lecturer Consider progress against a set of predetermined criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer determine how close it is to achieving short-term goals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer determine how close it is to achieving long-term goals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer correcting the student tasked and see the same mistake</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific Listening Tasked</th>
<th>Lecturer check understanding during listening</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what is understood and compare it with new information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer identify the course of difficulty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Evaluating

General Listening Development
Lecturer assess listening progress against a set of pre-determined criteria
Lecturer assess the effectiveness of learning and practice strategies
Lecturer assess the appropriateness of learning goals and objectives set

Specific Listening Tasked
Lecturer check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what has been understood
Lecturer determine the effectiveness of strategies used the tasked
Lecturer assess overall comprehension of the text

Cognitive
Lecturer did not associated with the processing of linguistic and non-linguistic input
Lecturer did not associated with the storing of linguistic and non-linguistic input in working memory or long-term memory
Lecturer associated with accessing memory, to be readied for output.
Lecturer taking stock of conditions surrounding a language tasked by assessing one’s own knowledge, one’s available internal and external resources and the constraints of the situation before engaging in a tasked

Metacognitive
Lecturer determining the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance while engaged in a tasked
Lecturer determining the effectiveness of one’s
own or another’s performance after engaging in the activity

Lecturer testing oneself to determine the effectiveness of one’s own language use the lack there of.

The table above can be explained on some description below:

a. Planning

For applying the indicators of General Listening Development, they were following sub indicators such as: 1) lecturer always identifies learning objectives for listening development. 2) Lecturer always determines ways to achieve these objectives. 3) Lecturer always set realistic short-term goals. 4) Lecturer always set realistic long-term goals. 5) Lecturer always seeks opportunities for listening practice. For the specific Listening Tasked, following the indicators: 1) lecturer often preview main ideas before listening 2) lecturer always rehearse language (e.g. pronunciation) necessary for the tasked. 3) Lecturer very frequency to decide in advance which aspects of the text to concentrate on.

The description of lecturer B was following : in planning, for applying the indicators of General Listening Development, they were following sub indicators such as: 1) Lecturer always identify learning objectives for listening development. 2) Lecturer always determines ways to achieve these objectives. 3) Lecturer always set realistic short-term
goals. 4) Lecturer always set realistic long-term goals. 5) Lecturer always seeks opportunities for listening practice. For the specific Listening Tasked, following the indicators: 1) Lecturer sometimes preview main ideas before listening 2) Lecturer always rehearse language (e.g. pronunciation) necessary for the task. 3) Lecturer often to decide in advance which aspects of the text to concentrate on.

b. Monitoring

The description of lecturer A was following: for the sub indicators General Listening Development, the lecturer very frequency to consider progress against a set of pre-determined criteria. Lecturer very frequency to determine how close it is to achieving short-term goals and long-term goals, but lecturer sometimes to check and see if the same mistakes are still being made. Then for the Specific Listening Tasked was following lecturer often check understanding during listening, and sometimes check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what is understood and compare it with new information, and identify the course of difficulty

The description of lecturer B was following: for the sub indicators General Listening Development, the lecturer often considers progress against a set of pre-determined criteria. Lecturer often determine how close it is to achieving short-term goals and long-term goals, but lecturer sometimes to check and see if the same mistakes are still being made. Then for the Specific Listening Tasked was following lecturer sometimes
check understanding during listening, and also sometimes check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what is understood and often compare it with new information, and identify the course of difficulty.

c. Evaluating

The description of lecturer A was following: for General Listening Development such as lecturer very frequency assess listening progress against a set of pre-determined criteria, lecturer always assess the effectiveness of learning and practice strategies. Then often assess the appropriateness of learning goals and objectives set. Next, for Specific Listening Tasked following the indicators: lecturer sometimes check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what has been understood, lecturer rarely determine the effectiveness of strategies used the tasked, but lecturer always assess overall comprehension of the text.

The description of lecturer B was following: for General Listening Development such as lecturer often assess listening progress against a set of pre-determined criteria, lecturer always assess the effectiveness of learning and practice strategies. Then often assess the appropriateness of learning goals and objectives set. Next, for Specific Listening Tasked following the indicators: lecturer sometimes check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what has been understood, lecturer hardly ever determine the effectiveness of strategies used the tasked, but lecturer always assess overall comprehension of the text.
d. Cognitive

The description of lecturer A was following: lecturer often apply the Comprehension processes: associated with the processing of linguistic and non-linguistic input. However, lecturer always applied the storing and memory processes: associated with the storing of linguistic and non-linguistic input in working memory or long-term memory. Lecturer always use and retrieval processes: associated with accessing memory, to be readied for output.

The description of lecturer B was following: lecturer very frequency apply the Comprehension processes: associated with the processing of linguistic and nonlinguistic input. However, lecturer always applied the storing and memory processes: associated with the storing of linguistic and non-linguistic input in working memory or long-term memory. Lecturer always use and retrieval processes: associated with accessing memory, to be readied for output.

e. Metacognitive

The description of lecturer A was following: lecturer never assessing the situation: taking stock of conditions surrounding a language tasked by assessing one’s own knowledge, one’s available internal and external resources and the constraints of the situation before engaging in a tasked and monitoring: determining the effectiveness of one’s own or
another’s performance while engaged in a task. Lecturer rarely applied Self-evaluating: determining the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance after engaging in the activity. Then, lecturer always applied Self-testing: testing oneself to determine the effectiveness of one’s own language use the lack there of.

The description of lecturer B was following: lecturer never assessing the situation: taking stock of conditions surrounding a language task by assessing one’s own knowledge, one’s available internal and external resources and the constraints of the situation before engaging in a task and monitoring: determining the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance while engaged in a task. Lecturer hardly ever applied Self-evaluating: determining the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance after engaging in the activity. Then lecturer sometimes applied Self-testing: testing oneself to determine the effectiveness of one’s own language use the lack there of.

2. The Implementation of the Lecturers’ Strategies in Teaching Listening at IAIN Curup.

For ensuring the implementation of lecturers’ strategies in teaching listening at IAIN Curup researcher used interview guideline in orders get the detail information. For make clear, it was explained bellow:

a. Planning
Planning was one of some strategies in teaching listening. In planning strategies both of lecturers, have different strategies. It was explained bellow:

"I prepare some material, then before it I explained about the listening section about the procedure to listen. There are some part in teaching listening there such as Picture (determining the statement), question responses, and text like short conversation and short talks (comprehending text, so, students know what will they answer based on the question that has been heard) then filling the gap of the passage (empty some words in the sentences/paragraph then asked them to fill or complete it)".\(^31\)(" I prepare the material and gave some clues or instruction about listening activities".\(^32\)

In short, there some strategies for implement the planning in teaching listening, such as prepare some material about listening and kind of the material used by the lecturer. Both of them have same strategies and implementation for this indicator. The material used have some various such as Picture (determining the statement), question response and text then fill gap filling of the passage. Then also both of lecturers explained about the instruction and clues for helping students understanding about the real instruction for the listening activities. So, different kinds of material have different instruction and way to finished.

Additionally, both of lecturers have defined the short term goal. It was following:

\(^{31}\) Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
\(^{32}\) Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
“Yes, Exactly, each of material I gave short term goal and the long term goal the such as identified the common familiar sounds heard in the home and students can understand about the word or sentences from listening”.  

“Yes, I determine the short term goal for produce to students about the common familiar sound in listening and understand about meaning of it”.  

It means, both of lecturers determined the short term goal and the long term goal in teaching listening. In determining short, lecturers promote the familiar sound by using dictation the main point is in order students can understand about the word or sentences from the listening section, because this school have or instrument in teaching listening, so the lecturer use dictation.

Up next, for determining the long term goal both of lecturer did some strategies such as in interview bellow

“Yes I identified the long term goal by make students understand the context of the lesson and can answer the question from the listening. In application it is called in. Lecturer discusses about some sentences aspect and grammatical from the listening and finishing of listening exercise.”

“Yes I let students to identify the word missing (filling the blank) and I discussed about structure too”.  

In the long term goals, both of lecturers use dictoglass and discussion about the structure and grammatical too. In listening and noting down key words, which are then used as a base for reconstruction? Example

---

33 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
34 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
35 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
36 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
Learners discuss the Machine. The lecturer then explains the tasked, and reads a short text on the Machine to the class, who just listen. The lecturer reads the text again, and the learners take notes. In groups, the learners then reconstruct the text.

Additionally, lecturers identified the objective for learning development. It was following:

“I create Students will interact with lecturer in small groups. Read and re-read stories with repeated lines. Dictate stories about classroom experiences. Increase duration of group story time as listening skills develop. Gave all students an opportunity to listen to stories daily. I develop pictures to match the pictures and the statement. Then I gave them some instruction or clues before”.

In short, the lecturer created a small group. Read and re-read stories with repeated lines. Then lecturer gave all students an opportunity to listen to stories daily. It gave n a picture symbol, student will match picture to concrete object. When presented a picture of an activity (walking, jumping, yawning, etc.), student will imitate activity. Students imitate lecturer’s hand movements. Use picture or object symbol cues when needed.

Additionally, both of lecturers determine ways to achieve these objectives. It was following:

“Learning objectives primarily specify topics to be covered and tend to treat course material as the end. Such as the students should understand and can get some indicators in learning as a student

37 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
38 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
outcome. Learning outcomes focus on students’ intellectual growth and skill development with course material as the means and understanding after learning process”.

“Learning outcomes are one way of articulating the learning goals would like students to achieve. Articulating these goals helps plan the assessments I will need to determine if the goals have been met. This in turn, will help my plan the activities, the amount of practice, and the materials students will need to reach them. Good learning outcomes help me focus in teaching and also help direct and motivate students”.

That means, Learning outcomes provide students with guidance for how to direct their learning as well as the language to describe what they are learning. They will help the students know where a course is going. Outcomes can also help students evaluate their progress toward reaching their goals. Learning outcomes in listening should be specific and measurable. Consider using action verbs that specifically demonstrate the abilities the students should achieve as a result of course or program. If lecturer create specific outcomes, it will be easier to measure how well those outcomes have been met. In addition, it will be able to more carefully map the direction or program or course is going.

Then, lecturers seek opportunities for listening practice for the students. It was following:

“ Yes, I seek best opportunities for listening practice for the students, such as it should on good atmosphere at classroom, the class don’t make noise, so the voice can involve whole class”.

---

39 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
40 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
41 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
“I applied listening exercise in the first time of learning or first meeting, so the students still be on good concentration”. 42

Therefore, it can be concluded lecturers seek best opportunities for listening practice for the students. It aims to make the listening section will effective and all of students still on good situation. Lecturer did it by attending the classroom atmosphere and condition. So, the voice can cover whole class. Then preview main ideas before listening. It was proven bellow:

“I have review and warm up about the topic before come to listening section, such as the main information or idea of text listening”. 43

“Yes, I gave them brainstorming before enter the listening section”. 44

It other word, the lecturer gave warm up understanding and brainstorming toward the topic will be taught to students. It aims to make students have background knowledge before they do listening exercise at classroom. But sometimes the material or theme of listening, still strengths and unfamiliar for the student. So, the lecturer helps the student by doing warm up activities and brainstorming toward the theme or topic of listening.

Additionally, lecturers asked the students to rehearse language (e.g. pronunciation) necessary for the tasked in listening. It was following:

42 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
43 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
44 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
“Yes I asked students to pronounce some difficult words at the listening text”.45
“I let students to repeat my pronounce, so their ear was familiar toward the difficult words”.46

That means, both of lecturer promoted the pronunciation for the strength words to students. It can help students know about the strength word and effort to seek the meaning by open the dictionary. Then lecturer decide in advance which aspects of the text to concentrate on. It was following:

“ Yes, it should be match on our syllabus, so based on the syllabus the text and exercise goal have been cover about the short and long goal in listening” 47

“ I make it suitable on syllabus, so based on the syllabus the text and exercise goal have been cover all of the goal in teaching listening”.48

So, the lecturer decided aspects of the text to concentrate on, because it based on the syllabus or administration of lecturer planning in teaching. In the syllabus not only listening skill have designed. From that can be known about all of the goal and indicators in teaching listening.

b. Monitoring

For ensuring the listening lesson success, lecturer did some monitoring to students and about to the learning process. In monitoring was covering some indicators.

45 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
46 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
47 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
48 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
Additionally, lecturers determine how close it is to achieving short-term or long-term goals for the students. It was proven bellow:

“I determine is to achieving short-term or long-term goals for the students by giving test. Then from the test we can get the result of learning or listening lesson”.49
“I gave students exercise, because the short and long goals were students understanding in learning and also gave feedback to students”.50

Exercise and evaluation of listening were a strategy based on the permanent assessment of students’ skill level, which is why it is also called formative assessment. That means Exercise and evaluation can be implemented when the students and lecturer have finished sub material. Additionally lecturer, check and see if the same mistakes are still being made by the students. it was following:

When asked about way to correct the exercise in discussion way to correct students’ answers of tasked, homework or exercise gave n to students. It aims to make easy in correcting the students’ answers. Then lecturer provide the correct answers in writing at the whiteboard”.51 I let students to discuss together in classroom. In order it can be clear about the mistake”.52

Based on the interview above, it can be said that the discussion is application in whole class involvement by using discussion. Discussion have implicated on correcting the students essay mainly in correcting listening comprehension exercise. Then also lecturer provided the correct answers and students comment at classroom while discussion.

49 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
50 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
51 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
52 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
Up next, check understanding of the students during listening. It was following:

“When the students show the wrong answers, I gave correction directly. In order the problem and difficulties of the students can be solve directly”.  
“I let students gave response directly by asked them orally and gave students feedback from the listening exercise”.

It means that, lecturer gave direct correction by giving the correct form to students. so it can overcome students problem in understanding about the listening comprehension exercise. These activities have advantages for students and lecturer. Lecturer can know about the students’ disabilities for answering the exercise and the students can get direct feedback. It was a correct form or answers from the classroom.

Additionally, lecturers check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what is understood and compare it with new information.

“I let Students rewrite their early exercise Students rewrite it under the guidance of lecturer”.  
I explain when the students not understand about the correct and incorrect form and gave ore explanation”.

So, lecturer let students to rewrite the correct form and gave the suggestion for the students. So after the correction the students can know the problem each other. In spite of, lecturer also facilitated the student in listening lesson. Lecturers have facilitated the students when the students

---

53 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018  
54 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018  
55 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018  
56 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
have problem in answering or correcting the item and the lecturer gave more explanation for students misunderstanding. Then lecturers identify the course of difficulty. It was discussed below:

“I identified the students difficulties from the exercise, such where sub indicator they have difficulties or the major students problem from the exercise”. 57

“I finding the students problem and difficulties based on their incorrect for answering listening exercise”. 58

So, lecturers identify the course of difficulty in listening lesson by identified the students mistake from exercise. From that lecturers can concluded where the main problem or difficulties of their student. It is as a reflection section for lecturers to next listening lesson.

c. Evaluation

In evaluation, lecturers have some ways. Good evaluation gave some advantages for students and lecturers. It is as instrument for measuring students understanding in learning process especially in listening lesson. Lecturer assess listening progress against a set of pre-determined criteria. It was following:

“In evaluation we have determining the minimum achievement for the students’ achievement. It aimed to get the students standard”. 59

“I determine the students achieve based on the indicator of the basic standard competence and the indicators of teaching listening based on the syllabus”. 60

57 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
58 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
59 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
60 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
So, Minimum achievement criterion is a unit targets in the educational attainment of competencies each subject. The criteria used for judging student performance point of assessment, Although lecturer have discussed selecting and describing assessment taskeds separately from developing scoring criteria, criteria communicate your goals and achievement standards.

Additionally, lecturers assess the effectiveness of learning and practice strategies for the students.

“\"I created a cozy atmosphere in the classroom. It should be put forward in creating a fun learning environment. It included the participation students’ participation in the classroom. In addition, for establishing communication with students, lecturers could find out what the students’ weakness. If this situation is not awakened, it could made students would feel awkward to talk with lecturers and communication were not good. As a result, lecturers would also find the difficult the students’ wishes.\"”\(^{61}\)

“I should by managing classroom well, because the lecturer should make monitoring the students and learning process”.\(^{62}\)

From the interview above, Lecturers made classroom enjoyable by created the cozy atmosphere when teaching taken place to make listening section will be effective. The lecturer can created communication well to students by made they had braveness in learning and taking participation

\(^{61}\) Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018

\(^{62}\) Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
in classroom. Then also, English lecturer manage the students and learning process.

Additionally, lecturers assess the appropriateness of learning goals and objectives set. It was proven below:

“For determining effective tasked I gave individual tasked. Individually tasked is gave n to students practice more. Students are gave n listening exercises to do at school”. 63 (See data 18 in appendix 1) Then it supposed by the lecturer B gave students the tasked and gave students some excessive about listening”. 64 (See data 18 in appendix 2)

It means that, lecturer gave individual tasked of listening more often gave n to students. So students would be better prepared to study the matter in greater depth. Individual tasked could measure the level of students’ understanding of the material deeply. Individual tasked was gave n that students practice-learning material of listening.

Additionally, lecturers check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what has been understood. It was proven below:

“Giving correction for listening exercise, from that we can know about the appropriateness and accuracy of that exercise it was difficult, middle, and easy”. 65

“By checking the exercise that gave n by lecturer, then lecturer check the appropriateness whether it is included in the difficult, middle, and easy of the exercise”. 66

---

63 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
64 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
65 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
66 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
Based on the interview result above, both of lecturers check the accuracy and appropriateness of the exercise by giving reflection toward the exercise were gave n to students. From that, if some students have good score so the exercise middle and essay categories but if most of student have bad score it will be indicated the exercise was difficult.

In spite of determine the effectiveness of strategies used the tasked. It was below:

“Ensuring the Students are gave n listening exercises to do at school on sportively”. 67
Let students to finish all items or exercise should be finished on times” 68

In short, both of lecturers have strategies for effectiveness of strategies used the tasked, for example let students finish all of the items or exercise gave n. Then, the lecturer gave limited time to students in finishing the work or exercise.

Additionally, lecturer assess overall comprehension of the text. It was following:

“I gave students text listening then let them to finish of the items under the text”. 69
“I gave listening exercise about text”. 70

From the finding above, lecturers gave students listening comprehension exercise on text form, where the students should finish the

---

67 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
68 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
69 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
70 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
item under the text. It is as instrument to measure the students comprehending overall.

d. Cognitive

Cognitive is a strategies used by lecturers where it cover lecturers activities in earning. In order know about the students’ listen Cognitive as a strategy to know the students comprehension in listening. Then it also has some indicators. Such as, associate with the processing of linguistic and non-linguistic input. It was following:

“ In cognitive aspect of linguistic lecturer explain about linguistic such in using grammar in the text, then in non-linguistic lecturer measuring students understanding toward information of the text”.

“I assessing about grammar in the text, then in non-linguistic lecturer measuring students understanding toward information of the text or short answers, and about pronunciation of the word”. 

From that finding, the lecturer used linguistic and nonlinguistic comprehension process. In linguistic form the lecturer discussed about the grammatical aspect of the listening text. It aims to make students more understanding about grammatical although from listening. Then in nonlinguistic side lecturer gave exercise about information or detail information of the text or short answers. Then, about pronunciation of the words.

71 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
72 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
Then lecturers associate with the storing of linguistic and non-linguistic input in working memory or long-term memory in listening. It was following:

“linguistic and non-linguistic can be applied in long term and short term by using students transcript score from the exercise of listening”.  

“We make a transcript score from the exercise of listening both of summative and formative exercise”.

From interview above, lecturer applied in transcript of score on summative and formative exercise. Summative assessments can form an independent assignment, final exams, assignments tutorials, and a written comprehensive exam of listening. The formative exam also aims to know definite stage of mastery and progress of SK/KD and indicator of learning material of listening and so take supplementary measures to repair the weaknesses that form on daily form or exercise.

Additionally, associate with accessing memory, to be readied for output. It was following:

“The listening score were enter on assessment of English skill criteria, it was addition score in “Rapport”. “I should be enter on the assumes criteria of English subject at the final score in end of semester”.

73 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
74 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
75 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
76 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
So, lecturers enter on the assumes criteria of English subject at the final score in end of semester as a documentation of students outcome at that semester which will be accounting as KHS reports on score.

e. Metacognitive

Metacognitive is a strategies in giving the tasked. It has some indicators such as assessing the situation, monitoring, self-evaluation, self-testing. For make clear it was following:

“I did not used assessing situation, because the main point is students understanding toward the listening text”.77 “I did not use it, because our listening focused on the listening comprehension”.78

It can be concluded lecturers did not take stock of conditions surrounding a language tasked by assessing one’s own knowledge, one’s available internal and external resources and the constraints of the situation before engaging in a tasked, because lecturers focus on listening comprehension exercise.

Then, lecturers did not determine the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance while engaged in a tasked. It was following:

“it cased less of time in teaching listening, so just several indicators were fulfill”.79

77 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
78 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
79 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
“I think the schedule of listening was limited so just some aspect has been done for listening.” 80

So, lecturers cannot determine the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance while engaged in a task. Because the listening has limited time and it should integrated for other skill at classroom. So, just few indicators will be a learning target at classroom.

Nevertheless, lecturers determine the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance after engaging in the activity. It was following:

“I determine the self-evaluation, by giving students the test mainly in individual evaluation.” 81)

“Yes, I used it for now and assessing students’ listening comprehension.” 82

So, the lecturer applied the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance after engaging in the activity in assessing students listening comprehension. In this case, the lecturer used individual tasked or exercise in order lecturer can now exactly about the students’ comprehension toward the listening material were gave n. Additionally, lecturer used self-testing. It was following:

“I used self-testing to know the students weakness in listening.” 83

“Yes, self-testing aims to know about students’ comprehension toward listening material.” 84

80 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
81 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
82 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
83 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
84 Lecturer A, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
So, lecturers used self-testing in teaching listening. It aims to measuring the students comprehending of listening. From that, lecturer can now where the student difficulties in listening.

B. Discussion

1. Lecturers’ Strategies in Teaching Listening in IAIN Curup.

Based on the finding, lecturers implement some strategies such as planning, monitoring evaluation, cognitive and metacognitive. Where each of indicators has some sub indicators. But there are some differences and similarities in implementation such in planning for general development: They were following sub indicators such as: 1) lecturer always identifies learning objectives for listening development. 2) Lecturer always determines ways to achieve these objectives. 3) Lecturer always set realistic short-term goals. 4) Lecturer always set realistic long-term goals. 5) Lecturer always seek opportunities for listening practice. In monitoring the lecturer sometimes check and see if the same mistakes are still being made. In evaluating the lecturer sometimes check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what has been understood, lecturer always assess the effectiveness of learning and practice strategies. Then lecturer often assess the appropriateness of learning goals and objectives set. The lecturer always assess overall comprehension of the text. In cognitive, the lecturer always applied the storing and memory

---

84 Lecturer B, Interview result on December 26th, 2018
processes: associated with the storing of linguistic and non-linguistic input in working memory or long-term memory. Lecturer always use and retrieval processes: associated with accessing memory, to be readied for output. The last in metacognitive, lecturer never assessing the situation: taking stock of conditions surrounding a language task by assessing one’s own knowledge, one’s available internal and external resources and the constraints of the situation before engaging in a task and monitoring: determining the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance while engaged in a task.

But the different of lecturers implementation were lecturer A often preview main ideas before listening, very frequency to decide in advance which aspects of the text to concentrate on, very frequency to consider progress against a set of pre-determined criteria, very frequency in determining achieving short and long terms goals and often checking understanding during listening. Very frequency in assess listening progress against a set of pre-determined criteria. Rarely in determine the effectiveness of strategies used tasked, and often apply the comprehension processes: associated with the processing of linguistic and non-linguistic input. Rarely applied Self-evaluating: determining the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance after engaging in the activity. Then, always applied Self-testing: testing oneself to determine the effectiveness of one’s own language use the lack there of.
Then lecturer B often preview main ideas before listening, often to decide in advance which aspects of the text to concentrate on, often to consider progress against a set of pre-determined criteria, lecturer sometime determine achieving short and long terms goals and sometimes check understanding during listening. Often in assess listening progress against a set of pre- determined criteria. Hardly ever in determine the effectiveness of strategies used tasked, and very frequency apply the comprehension processes: associated with the processing of linguistic and non-linguistic input. Hardly ever applied Self-evaluating; determining the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance after engaging in the activity. Then, sometimes applied Self-testing: testing oneself to determine the effectiveness of one’s own language use the lack there of.

Based on the theories Successful listening can also be looked at in terms of strategies the listener makes use of when listening. By applying all of indicator and sub indicators of the strategies (planning, monitoring, evaluation, cognitive and metacognitive, Does the learner focus mainly on the content of a text, or does he or she also consider how to listen. A focus on how to listen raises the issues of listening strategies. Strategies can be thought of as the ways in which a learner approaches and manages a tasked and
listeners can be taught effective ways of approaching and managing their listening.  

It can be concluded the strategies used by the lecturer still not maximal because there some sub indicators cannot apply the lecturer. The lecturer strategies still not complete. Lecturers should use some sub indicator in order can get the maximal result for listening, although they have poor facility.

2. The Implementation of Strategies in Teaching Listening English at IAIN Curup.

Based on the finding, in planning both of lecturers prepare some material then before teaching and explained the clues and each of material have short term goal and the long term goal. Lecturers have strategies to determine the long term goal by using dictoglass, both of lecturers seek best opportunities for listening practice, then in monitoring lecturers consider progress against a set of pre-determined criteria by using KKM. In checking and see if the same mistakes are still being made by the students to correct the exercise in discussion. Lecturers check understanding of the students during listening by gave correction directly. In evaluating, lecturers check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what is understood by giving reflection toward the exercise were gave n to students. In cognitive aspect, lecturers associate with the processing of linguistic and non-linguistic input about linguistic grammar in the text and

---

non-linguistic lecturer measuring students understanding toward information of the text or short answers, and about pronunciation of the word. Both of lecturers associate with the storing of linguistic and non-linguistic input in working memory or long-term memory in listening by using students’ transcript score from the exercise of listening. Then both of lecturers associate with accessing memory, to be readied for output with enter on assessment of English skill criteria, it was addition score in “Rapport”

Additionally in metacognitive lecturers did not take stock of conditions surrounding a language tasked by assessing one’s own knowledge, one’s available internal and external resources and the constraints of the situation before engaging in a tasked, because lecturers focus on listening comprehension exercise. Lecturers cannot determine the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance while engaged in a tasked. But lecturers determine the self-evaluation, by giving students the test mainly in individual evaluation. Lecturer used self-testing to know the students weakness in listening

But lecturer have different in lecturers identified the objective for learning development lecturer A use small groups lecturer read and re-read stories with repeated lines. However, the lecturer be match the pictures and the statement. In monitoring lecturer A determine is to
achieving short-term or long-term goals for the students by giving test. But lecturer B gave students exercise and feedback to students, Lecturer A check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what is understood and compare it with new information by let Students rewrite their early exercise but lecturer B explain when the students not understand about the correct and incorrect form. In assessing the effectiveness of learning and practice strategies for the students lecturer A attending atmosphere in the classroom lecturer B managing classroom well.

Based on the theories Planning: For General Listening Development following: Identify learning objectives for listening development, Determine ways to achieve these objectives, Set realistic short-term goals, Set realistic long-term goals, Seek opportunities for listening practice. For Specific Listening Tasked: Preview main ideas before listening, Rehearse language (e.g. pronunciation) necessary for the tasked and decide in advance which aspects of the text to concentrate on. In Monitoring there are General Listening Development by following: Consider progress against a set of pre-determined criteria Determine how close it is to achieving short-term goals Determine how close it is to achieving long-term goals, Check and see if the same mistakes are still being made. Specific Listening Tasked such as Check understanding during listening, Check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what is understood and compare it with new information and identify the course of difficulty
Evaluation, General Listening Development following: Assess listening progress against a set of pre-determined criteria, Assess the effectiveness of learning and practice strategies, Assess the appropriateness of learning goals and objectives set. Then for Specific Listening Tasked following: Check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what has been understood, determine the effectiveness of strategies used the tasked, Assess overall comprehension of the text. In Cognitive: Comprehension processes: associated with the processing of linguistic and non-linguistic input, Storing and memory processes: associated with the storing of linguistic and non-linguistic input in working memory or long-term memory. And using and retrieval processes: associated with accessing memory, to be readied for output. In Metacognitive there are assessing the situation: taking stock of conditions surrounding a language tasked by assessing one’s own knowledge, one’s available internal and external resources and the constraints of the situation before engaging in a tasked, Monitoring: determining the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance while engaged in a tasked, Self-evaluating: determining the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance after engaging in the activity, Self-testing: testing oneself to determine the effectiveness of one’s own language use the lack there of.\(^{86}\)

\(^{86}\)Ibid., p. 26-27
From the theories and finding can conclude in planning both of lecturers have perfect categories because along as for 6 meeting they used it especially in general listening development. However, in specific listening tasked both of lecturers have used in some frequencies. It also in monitoring for general and specific listening tasked both of lecturers just used several times. Then, for evaluation in general listening lecturers just used in several times, in cognitive aspect lecturers applicant several times too. Additionally in metacognitive there 2 indicators did not applied by students just 2 parts were applied but they are on several times.
CHAPTER V
CONLUSSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

1. Lecturers’ Strategies in Teaching Listening at IAIN Curup.

Lecturers implement some strategies such as planning, monitoring evaluation, cognitive and metacognitive. Where each of indicators have some sub indicators. But, there are some differential and similarities in implementation. The strategies used by lecturers still not maximal because there some sub indicators cannot be applied by lecturers. Lecturers strategies still not complete. Lecturers should use some sub indicator in order can get the maximal result for listening.

2. The Implementation of Strategies in Teaching Listening English at IAIN Curup.

In planning both of Lecturers prepare some material then before teaching and explained the clues and each of material have short term goal and the long term goal determine the long term goal by using dictoglass, seek best opportunities for listening practice, then in monitoring Lecturers consider progress against a set of pre-determined criteria by using KKM. In checking and see if the same mistakes are still being made by the students to correct the exercise in discussion, check understanding of the students during listening by giving correction directly. In evaluating asses the effectiveness
of practice and learning strategies by making classroom enjoyable by created
the cozy atmosphere, check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what has
been understood by giving reflection toward the exercise were gave n to
students. In cognitive aspect Lecturers associate with the processing of
linguistic and non-linguistic input about linguistic grammar in the text and
non-linguistic Lecturers measuring students understanding toward
information of the text or short answers, and about pronunciation of the
word, associate with the storing of linguistic and non-linguistic input in
working memory or long-term memory in listening by using students
transcript score from the exercise of listening, associate with accessing
memory, to be readied for output with enter on assessment of English skill
criteria, it was addition score in “KHS”. in metacognitive Lecturers did not
take stock of conditions surrounding a language tasked by assessing one’s
own knowledge, one’s available internal and external resources and the
constraints of the situation before engaging in a tasked, because lecturers
focused on listening comprehension exercise. Lecturers cannot determine the
effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance while engaged in a
tasked. However, Lecturers determine the self-evaluation, by giving
students the test mainly in individual evaluation. Lecturers used self-testing
to know the students weakness in listening.
B. Suggestion

1. For lecturers

   For lecturers should advise the students in order they can get the description toward how the way in encourage the listening instruction of English study program by providing the program of English activities.

2. For students

   It will be conduct for students to understand the instructional Strategy for listening. It can be covered in lecture process and it also as a references for implement listening skill when they will applied a teaching process for next type.

3. For English study program

   For students let improve our effort in find out information. As we that nowadays there are many media to make students to active in listening and had some Strategies for teaching listening. Then, it can help the students to facilitate about the students research.
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### Checklist Observation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Identify learning objectives for listening development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Listening</td>
<td>Determine ways to achieve these objectives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Set realistic short-term goals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Set realistic long-term goals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Seek opportunities for listening practice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specific</td>
<td>Preview main ideas before listening</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Listening Task</td>
<td>Rehearse language (e.g. pronunciation) necessary for the task</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Decide in advance which aspects of the text to concentrate on</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>Consider progress against a set of pre-determined criteria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Determine how close it is to achieving short-term goals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Listening</td>
<td>Determine how close it is to achieving long-term goals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Check and see if the same</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mistakes are still being made

**Specific Listening Task**
Check understanding during listening

Check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what is understood and compare it with new information

Identify the course of difficulty

### 3 Evaluating

**General Listening Development**
Assess listening progress against a set of pre-determined criteria

Assess the effectiveness of learning and practice strategies

Assess the appropriateness of learning goals and objectives set

**Specific Listening Task**
Check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what has been understood

Determine the effectiveness of strategies used the task

Assess overall comprehension of the text

### 4 Cognitive

Comprehension processes: associated with the processing of linguistic and non-linguistic input

Storing and memory processes: associated with the storing of
linguistic and non-linguistic input in working memory or long-term memory

Using and retrieval processes: associated with accessing memory, to be readied for output.

Assessing the situation: taking stock of conditions surrounding a language task by assessing one’s own knowledge, one’s available internal and external resources and the constraints of the situation before engaging in a task.

Monitoring: determining the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance while engaged in a task.

Self-evaluating: determining the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance after engaging in the activity

Self-testing: testing oneself to determine the effectiveness of one’s own language use the lack there of.

5 Metacognitive
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>27. How do you plan your listening lesson?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28. Do you define your short term goals? (If yes, how? If no, why?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29. Do you define your long term goals? (If yes, how? If no, why?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30. Do you identify learning objectives for listening development? (If yes, how? If no, why?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31. How do you determine ways to achieve these objectives?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>32. Do you seek opportunities for listening practice for the students? (If yes, how? If no, why?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>33. Do you preview main ideas before listening? (If yes, how? If no, why?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34. Do you ask the students to rehearse language (e.g. pronunciation) necessary for the task in listening? (If yes, how? If no, why?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Do you decide in advance which aspects of the text to concentrate on? (If yes, how? If no, why?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>35. How do you consider progress against a set of predetermined criteria?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>36. How do you determine how close it is to achieving short-term or long-term goals for the students?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37. Do you check and see if the same mistakes are still being made by the students? (If yes, how? If no, why?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>38. Do you check understanding of the students during listening? (If yes, how? If no, why?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39. How do you check the appropriateness and the accuracy of what is understood and compare it with new information?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>40. Do you identify the course of difficulty? (If yes, how? If no, why?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Evaluating</td>
<td>41. Do you assess listening progress against a set of predetermined criteria? (If yes, how? If no, why?)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
42. Do you assess the effectiveness of learning and practice strategies for the students? (If yes, how? If no, why?)
43. Do you assess the appropriateness of learning goals and objectives set? (If yes, how? If no, why?)
44. Do you determine the effectiveness of strategies used the task? (If yes, how? If no, why?)
45. Do you assess overall comprehension of the text? (If yes, how? If no, why?)

9. Cognitive

46. Do you associate with the processing of linguistic and non-linguistic input? (If yes, how? If no, why?)
47. Do you associate with the storing of linguistic and non-linguistic input in working memory or long-term memory in listening? (If yes, how? If no, why?)
48. Do you associate with accessing memory, to be readied for output? (If yes, how? If no, why?)

10. Metacognitive

49. Do you take stock of conditions surrounding a language task by assessing one’s own knowledge, one’s available internal and external resources and the constraints of the situation before engaging in a task? (If yes, how? If no, why?)
50. How do you determine the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance while engaged in a task?
51. How do you determine the effectiveness of one’s own or another’s performance after engaging in the activity?
52. Do you test oneself to determine the effectiveness of one’s own language use the lack there of? (If yes, how? If no, why?)
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